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As a result of the rapid growth of the web, finding specific information on a
certain topic by navigating from one link to another seems impos ible. In order to sp ed
up the process, many users resort to search engine hoping to find what they want.
According to [14,17,18], search engines are web tool that u e sophisticated search
schemes to search the web or a company's database. With these schemes, search engine
can gather information from the user and produce vital information for the user. However,
there have been many complaints with search engines about the vast amount of web pages
they produce and the relevance of each page. For novice users, filtering through an
enormous list of web pages trying to find a relevant page is tedious and time consuming.
However, many developers of search engines realize these problems, and try to give the
user improved schemes such as Simple Search, Advance Search, Meta Search, or a series
of pull down menus. If understood and u ed correctly, all schemes are helpful, but for
most users, there is not enough infonnation to help guide them through the technical
writing and the puzzling pull down menus [3,15].
In this thesis, implementation of an enhanced search scheme is presented to solve
the problem of manually filtering through a list of relevant and irrelevant results to find
relevant pages. With the use of basic text retrieval features and intennedi aries, the
enhanced search scheme will help users reduce specified resulting list from search
engines and find relevant information.
1.1 Overview
As the number of users, businesses, and schools that are introduced to the Web
increases, the complexity of finding information also increases. Search engines provide
the necessary tools for finding information on the web; however in their attempt to assist
users, search engines posses a certain level of complexity. According to Schwartz [14],
the complexity of search engines lies in their variety, content, re ource strategies, and the
tools they deploy to assist users. For most u ers, the concern deals with the search results
displayed by a given search engine. Search results are the set of page containing a set of
URLs (Uniform Resource Locator) that matched the users' query strategically. URLs are
addresses for resources on the Internet. However, many novice users could care less
about sophisticated search tools or strategies used by search engine [14].
The problem with search engines is the expansive amount of search results that contain a
mixture of relevant and irrelevant URLs. Users use search engin s to avoid the
frustration of manually surring through the web, but it eems that many earch engine
create the same fru tration with their list of search results.
Users do not want to spend countless hours filtering through an enormous Ii t of
results in order to find relevant information on a particular subject. Users want to use a
web search tool that has simple features, high performance, and a user-friendly
environment [3, 15]. Not all search engines on the web can provide these features, but
the enhanced search scheme presented in this paper can.
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1.2 Thesis
In this thesis, we present the design and implementation of a scheme that
enhances the functionality of search engines. The scheme describ d in this thesi 1S an
enhanced search scheme using a web-based intermediary.
This scheme provides the necessary functions which users' desire when searching
for information on the web. With the use of a web-based intermediary, this scheme
increases user interaction and search engines' productivity. Ordinary search engines
establish limited interactions for users. For example, a user submits a search query to a
search engine, and the search engine processes the query and displays the results. After
the submission of the search query, users' interactions are limited. At this point u er can
only interact with links returned by the search engine. Since the interactions are limited,
users can not inquire on how the links displayed are relevant to the users' subject. Nor
can they inquire on adding more supporting words to strengthen their search. In addition
to their limited user interactions, there are other problems that hinder search engine
performance such as the vast amount of links they produce and their cumbersome set of
relevant and irrelevant links. With these problems, users may have to spend several hours
filtering through enormous data trying to find relevant information about a specific
subject; however, for most users, this process is frustrating and time consuming [3, 15J.
Users want simple to operate web search tools that give them what they want. The
scheme implemented in this thesis addresses these concerns by providing a user-friendly
interlace and a productive user interaction.
This scheme picks up where other search engines end by providing the necessary
filtering and searching schemes that extract relevant links from ordinary search engine
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results. This scheme reduces the time users would spend manually filtering through an
enormous amounts of links, and the time it would take to find relevant links that matches
the users' subject.
1.3 Organization
The remainder of this thesis is divided into the following chapters:
• Chapter 2: A literature review of the basic search scheme, text retrieval y terns.
and intermediaries.
• Chapter 3: An illustration of the enhanced search scheme framework.
• Chapter 4: A discussion of the implementation and functionality of the web-based
intermediary.
• Chapter 5: A summary of the thesis and suggestions for future work.




In order to correct or to improve some of the problems with earch engines, one
must understand the development stages of web search tools.
The development of web search tools became apparent when the world was
introduced to the Internet in the early 1980's [15]. Scholars, businesses, and consumers
used every available new feature the Internet had in order to communicate and exchange
files. Features such as telnet, ftp, newsgroup, gophers, and WAIS, became the suggested
tools to use for finding information. As substantial u ers began to use and experiment
with these features, more helpful features were spawned to aid in finding information.
For example, files available via anonymous FrP could be found using a system called
Archie. Online directories, such as HYTELNET, pointed to Jibrarie and other
collections that could be obtained with Telnet. Gophers introduced th ability of keyword
search on text files using menu lines through their system called Veronica and Jughead.
Even thought there were a variety of feature to use, they all had their restriction . For
instance Gophers--at the time--were very popular, but could only retrieve information
from one site or other gopher sites [14].
As the Internet advanced, so did the tools for information retrieval. By 1991,
Brewster Kahle, at Thinking Machines, Inc., developed WAlS. WAIS (Wide Area
Information Server) was designed using thirty years of research in the field of information
science that included statistical text for retrieval. In addition to the design, was the
Z39.50 protocol for interoperability between multitype automated library cataloging [18] .
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At this point, public WAlS sites seem to be a step above the other tools. Thes public
sites provided a collection of directories that could be searched by anyone using WAlS.
Further more, WAIS presented a list of files ranked primarily on the basis of search term
occurrence [14]. However, the system was restricted when trying to gather information
from other servers that didn't comply to their specific format [18]. By 1991, CERN
released the first WWW (World Wide Web) line mode browsers. At this time, servers
were limited and knowledge of markup languages was still in an experimental stage,
CERN web site began to exploit resource discovery. An interesting feature of the CERN
Web site included an alphabetized subject listing of links to pages that formed the World
Wide Web Virtual library [14]. By the next few years, numerous HTTP (Hypertext
Transfer Protocol) resources emerged making it hard for one Web site to keep track of
new resources. With this increase in resources, a new stage emerged with the
development of a new information retrieval tool called search engine. Search engines
are programs that search for keywords in document found on the web or in a database
that have pre-selected their documents from various locations [18].
By 1996, search engines were featured in many journals, newspapers, and network
television; however, the schemes used in search engines' implementation hindered many
users with issues about usability [3].
2.1 Search Schemes
The services search engines provide are greatly needed, but how do they go about
helping user find information on the web?
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Before discussing the different schemes, the term "search engine" must be
clarified. The term is often used interchangeable to describe search engines u ing
databases and search engines using directories. They are not the same, and the difference
between the two is based on how their listi ngs are compiled [17].
Database search engines gather information from their databases. These databas s
are filled with listing--web pages--sent in by authors wanting exposure, or by w b
crawlers that roam the Internet storing links and information about each page [14,18].
Two examples of database search engines are AltaVista, which has the largest database
on the web [19], and HotBot [18}. When a search is processed, the search engine checks
all the pages acquired in its database allowing users a variety of pages to choose from--
depending on the length of the database. Also, since the crawlers continuously keep
traversing through the web, newer pages are added to the database, and many old pages
are updated.
Directories which are sometime knows as categories, are constructed by human
They receive a short description of each page that is submitted by the author, and the
directory manager determines which directory to store each page. When a search is done
on the directories, the search engine looks for matches only in the description ubmitted
[18] .
Whether a user utilizes databases or directory structures of search engines, the
search engine scheme dictates how well a search engine will perform a suitable search.
The nex t section covers some of the search schemes used by major search engines, and




According to Hahn (1999), on-line systems have basic feature that are grouped in
the following categories: search capabilities, browse capabilities, and other miscellaneou
help function [3]. Many of today's search engines incorporate some of thes basic
features in addition to other techniques.
Search capabilities work in one of two ways. Either they help specify the
relationship between terms in a search statement, or they help to faci litate the
interpretation of a particular word [3]. Most search engines incorporate into their search
scheme many of the features that defines search capabilities such as: boolean operations
(AND, OR, NOT), proximity operation (NEAR), natural language query, data ranging,
search term weighing, stop words, case sensitivity, and more.
The next category is browsing capabilities. They help users to determine which
~
pages in the search result lists are of interest [3]. The features that encompass these
capabilities are ranking and relevance feedback, zoning which is a proces of di playing
key portion of each page retrieved, highlighting which display the word that match the
search term, and a feature that ask "How many pages should be displayed. [3]". Of all of
the browsing capability features, users rely on the relevance and ranking feedback to be
precise and accurate. As mentioned before, search engines can produce a vast amount of
search results. Embedded in this list, each page is given a certain measure of quality to
let the user know how relevant the page is to the user. This measurement is called a
relevant score. The scores may reflect the number of times a search term appears in the
title, the beginning of a document, and/or if all the search terms are near each other [i8].
Some search engines give the users some flexibility on controlling the relevance of a page
by changing the weight (or importance) of each search word. Along with the relevance
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score, there IS the ranking feedback. The ranking feature structures ach page in
alphabetical order using the title [18], or in descending order u iog the r levance score.
In addition, both methods are designed to help users find information quickJy and easily.
The last category deals with miscellaneous capabilitie . These capabilities center
around various features like iterative searches, stored search querie, vocabulary
browsing, delivery of fun source documents, and a choice of simple or advance user
interfaces [3]. The most popular features used In the miscellaneous cat gory are the
choice of simple or advanced user interfaces.
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The simple user interface shown in figure 2.1, is designed for novice u rs. It
makes it easy for users to just type in their query and submit it without the worries of how
it is interpreted. However, if a user wants to put restrictions on how their earch query
should search, then the advanced user interface is more appropriate.
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with the search engine to find exact information he/she needs. Most of the advanced user
interfaces are full of sophisticated operations that help narrow the searching area. Many
of them use boolean operations and other detailed questions for the user to answer.
However, most users, even novice users, want to narrow their searching area, but the
complexity of the advanced user interface make it hard for users to use such an interface.
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There are other web search tools also, but many users have to ask themselve --"how ea y
are they to use, and how well do they perform?"
2.2 Other Text Retrieval System
All search engines have some of the basic features described in the previou
section, but there are many distinct differences in their pelformance. That is why the
same search on different search engines produces different results [17]. This section
discusses a few text retlieval systems that could be used as web search tools, but are only
used at local sites or domains. Even thought they are restricted to a particular domain,
they do incorporate some of the basic search features mentioned above. These systems
have some features that support some of the concepts used in the search scheme designed
in this research.
In 1982, the European Space Agency Information Retrieval Service (ESA-lRS)
used a system that improved and supported casual user's perfOlmance. The inventor,
Martin, called the system ZOOM. ZOOM was designed to take the u er I initial search
query and return all the files that match the search query. Users could also apply ZOOM
to the initial set of files. In addition, ZOOM could compute a frequency analysis for a
given field such as titles, authors, corporate sources, and abstracts. After the frequency
analysis, a ranked list of results are displayed along with new terms with the option of
fOlmulating a new search query, and the ability to expand the initial search [3].
Also in 1982, Ingwersen [3] described a system using the formal framework of the
traditional information retrieval process. This framework was developed using steps that
define the mental stage of a user. The first step included the informational need. The
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next step formulated the need. The steps that followed included the development of the
search profile-topic, choice of tools, discussion based on terms, descriptions, ab tracts,
titles, and the evaluation of the documents. In addition to this project, in 1984, Ingwersen
[3] produced another study that claimed user (searchers) must have adequate amount of
"IR knowledge" to use an infonnation retrieval system. He also claims that the system's
knowledge consists of the settings, and the conceptual relations generated by authors.
By 1997, Shneiderman, Byrd, and Croft [3] proposed a user-interface framework
for text searches. The framework consists of fOUT phases: fonnulation pha e, action.
review of results, and a refinement phase. This framework is designed to give the user
informative feedback concerning the initial search and how it was prepared. The entire
framework was based on the idea that upon the completion of a search, it should be
obvious to the user what happened and why.
In addition to his previous project, Shneiderman, in 1997, worked with Doan,
Plaisant, and Bruns to develop a new approach to the network query u er interface. Thi
approach consisted of two phases: query preview and query refinement Thi approach
added a diverse search using dynamic queries and query previews. These concepts help
guide users in eliminating undesired data sets. They also reduced the data volume into a
manageable size, and help refine queries locally before submitting the query over a
network [3].
Another technique that is adopted in this research is from two scientists working
on user interfaces. Veerasamy and Navatle developed a user interface for a digital library
that provided visual feedback and an on-line thesaurus [3].
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By 1998, Hussam [3] developed a feature that helps u r locate d ired
information using semantic highlighting. This feature allowed users to highlight a few
sentences or a paragraph that enable the software to search all the highlighted text for a
match and provide users with a graphical relevance of the results.
As of today, search engines are the most desired web search tools when trying to
find information on the web. However, many of their interfaces are neither simp,le nor
clear. They are designed with complex operations and obscure key feature that result in
confusion, frustration, and wasted time following irrelevant links [17] . According to [3],
recent studies confirm that when users are given more information on their search and
more control over their search, users' performance and satisfaction increase. With the
understanding of this concept spawned the design and implementation of the intermediary
used in this enhanced web search scheme.
2.3 Intermediaries
In the enhanced search scheme designed in this paper, the intermediary i the
bridge between the user and search engines. This particular intermediary provides the
methods that allow the users to have more informational knowledge and control over
their searches.
Intermediaries are defined as "computational entities that operate on information
as it flows along a stream (1)". A stream is defined as the path from one end point to
another. Intermediaries are convenient due to their ability to convert common
information streams into intelligent streams. These streams enhance the quality of
information passed from one point to another in addition to other services [1] .
13
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The concept of intermediaries is common a other web tools, but at times difficult
to detect. Human Intermediaries are one example of intermediaries, and travel agent are
considered human intermediaries. The agents' jobs are to translate customer request into
data and then store that data into the airline reservation computer. The travel agent
become the bridges between the customers on the telephone and the airline reservation
system. In addition, the travel agents are able to enhance the process by adding additional
information. Information such as suggesting ways to lower costs, explaining the results
of computer queries, and so on [I].
However, today many human intermediaries are being replaced with computerized
intermediaries. For instance, human gas station attendants functioned as intermediaries
who controlled the gas pumps for customers in exchange for cash. Now, due to the
understanding of intermediaries and the overwhelming advances in computer technology,
computerized intermediaries within the gas pump can handle financial transactions [1].
Depending on implementation and performance, intermediaries can p r orm many
different ways. They can run on the client side under the control of an individual user, or
on the server-side as an information provider as displayed in figure 2.3.
client-side~ I.:I-----l·~ _
Figure 2.3. Intermediaries locations
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Locations of intennediaries are intuitive because they all p rfoem the arne five
basic functions: customizing, filtering, annotating, transcoding, aggregating, and caching
[ 11].
Each function perfonns a specific task when gIven certain information. For
instance, the customization function gets its information from the user or the user's
environment to perfonn its duties. An example is Amazon.com. Based on the user's
previous purchases, links of personalized recommendation of books are added to web
pages for others to buy. Transcoding is the process of transforming one output into
another specified output. Transcoding gathers infonnation about the data' input and
suggested output. A possible scenario would be converting HTML (HyperText Markup
Language) documents to a wireless mark up language for wireless phone. The
aggregation function combines information from several different sources. For example,
a single page of search results is produce by merging results from several search engines.
Caching, another function, gathers data that were last stored or last changed from a local
repository. all these functions are considered as high-level intermediary functions,
however, all of these functions can be implemented by combing three lower-level
operations: data generation, data editing, and data monitoring [3,11].
These lower-level operations serve as the basic operations for a web based
structure that will be discussed later in this section.
Data generation produces infOlmation for other intermediary function to use. It
may also retrieve raw information from a Web server or local cache. Some examples of
data generation are Common Gateway Interface (CGI) scripts and Java Servlets.
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After the data generation process, the data editing function takes the raw data and
edit it to meet the user needs. One need might require a transformation of raw data into a
form that is compatible wi.th a user's viewing device such as a palm pilot. Another need
might be to personalize the data. An example would be constructing data in a form that
the user could traverse through easily.
The last operation is data monitoring. Data monitoring tracks information and
requests in the intermediary framework. Monitoring allow the intermediary
infrastructure to cache web resources for faster retrieval, logging usage pattern, bllling,
and building user model that support Web browsing activities [11].
Data generation, data editing, data monitoring, and the high-level functions are the
tools that make up the intetmediary framework. In order to enhance the functionality of
intermediaries on the Web, WBI (pronounced WeB-ee) was developed [3,11]. WBI,
meaning Web intermediaries, serve as an infra tructure for designing web-ba ed
intermediaries [1]. WBI are used as the blueprints in building any web-base intermediary
because they combine all the operations of high-level and low-level functions. As w b
intermedialies are designed to handle more information streams, they become a great
advantage when sharing information among themselves and other re ources on the web.
For example, a mail intermediary that caches received mai I. The mail intermediary can
make mail available through HTML web pages to HTTP intermediaries. In order to
implement this process, the mail intermediary and web intermediary need to share the
mail content. The WBI is the infrastructure used to distribute information between the
mail intermediary and the other intermediaries on the web [2]. In this research, the WBI




The enhanced web search scheme designed in this paper is constructed with the
user as its focal point. The figure below diagrams the transaction between the u er, the
web-intennediary, and the search engine.
Search Engines
User
Figure 3.1. Scheme model
The entire model is designed to be user-friendly. The combined tep from start
to end are strategically detailed. The first step gives the user a chance to ubmit a search
query. After entering their query, the user has a choice in selecting between three earch
engmes. In the section on future work, alterations of increasing this number is
mentioned, but for now, three was an arbitrary number u ed for the design phase. The
search engine chosen will receive the search query for proce sing. This process will
generate a list of results. At this point, the capabilities of search engines end, leaving the
user helpless in finding a relevant page. However, the scheme implemented in this paper
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takes advantage of the shortcomings of typical earch engines. and adds a level of
enhancement. With this enhancement, a user can chose from filtering through one page
of results at a time or all pages at once. With the selection of either option, the cherne
formulates search criterion (fonn) for the user to fill out. Thi search criterion is de ign d
with several searching schemes that focus on extracting all the links that relate to the
users' topic. With this search criterion, users avoid having to manually step through each
link in the result list, and in addition, this criterion can gather enough information from
the user to determine how relevant the links are in the initial set of results. After the
filtering is finished, the enhanced web scheme produces a new list of URLs that match
the users' search criteria. This new list consists of dynamic features that allow the user to
browse through the list easier with added features that display additional information.
This information shows a visual representation of how each link matches the users'
critelia. In addition, a ranking feature is added in order to group the link in descending
order based on the links' relevant score. At this point, user can review the list, or
continue interacting with the scheme to produce a better result Ii t. The goal in this
scheme is to give the user the ability to interact with ordinary search engines. This
interaction increases users' searching power and time.
The next section covers the implementation of the web-based intermediary that




As discussed earlier, intermediaries use three components to construct its web-
base infrastructure. In this section, the implementation and functionality of these
components are explained for clarity. Figure 4.1 diagrams the web-base intermediary.
According to the diagram, one can see how information travels through the infrastructure
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Figure 4.1. Information cycle
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4.2 Data Generation
The functionality of this component is to generate a compo ite set of all pag s
produced by a specific search engine. The process requires the user to enter a earch
query in the section provided by the enhanced search scheme interface. The figure below
illustrates the design of the interface.
Figure 4.2. Scheme Interface
After the user enters the query, there are three search engines for selection. The data
generator, implemented using CGI scripts, submits the query to the chosen search engine.
The search engine produces a number of links matching the user's query. Based on the
20
specified search engine, the links produced by the match are divided into subsets. These
subsets are IITML pages that contain a certain number of links. The search engine
specified sets a default number of links to be placed on each page. However, after all
links are produced, the data generator takes the first subset of links and di play them to
the user. Figure 4.3 and figure 4.4 show a segment of the data generator and the eff ct of
its execution.
IlFunction: SubmitToYahoo
IIDescription: To take the search query from the input box, and
Iisubmit it to yahoo search engine.
function DisplayNewWinO
(
var squery = "";
squery = top.SearchWin.SearchForm.sqtxt.value;
if(squery == "")
alert("Please enter a search query");
else
(
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Figure 4.4. Execution output of the Data Generator
4.2 Data Monitoring
After the data generator performs its task, the data monitoring component wait
for execution. The component is executed through the process page button selected by
the user. The intuitive reasoning for this component is to provide the user with a quick
reference to any page produced by a search engine. As cited earlier, search engines can
produce N number of pages, where N ~ 0, from a given query. According to Yahoo's
search engine, their pages are constructed in a link-list design. In order to get to any other
page beside the first page, a user must traverse page by page. For instance, consider the
22
worst case scenario, to go from page 1 to the Jlh page Oast page), a user must trav rse
through (N - 1) pages. For many users, this is time consuming and fru trating. The data
monitoring components is implemented using a vector array design. A vector array is a
data structure used to group and organizes data in a list form. The difference between it
and other arrays is the dynamic allocation of storage. The vector array does not have to
pre-define the amount of storage need at the beginning of execution. It adds storage as
needed, a concept used in Java and JavaScript to create dynamic array data structures
[4,5,6,7,8,10,12,16]. The data-monitoring component gathers pages using a regular
expression. The component searches through a list of links to find the link that connects
to the next pages. The regular expression for this function is ( Next (digit) * matches ),
and digit represent numbers 0-9. The finite automaton in figure 4.5, shows the




Figure 4.5. FA diagram for page searching
After a link is accepted, the page's link is cached into the vector array. The vector array
serves as the buffer for all pages produced by the specified search engine. After all pages
are buffered, the data-monitoring component produces a data information page for the
user to interact with. This page consists of the numbered pages produced by the specified
23
search engine, and a link to each individual page. Figure 4.6 displays the execution output
of the data monitoring scheme. The vector array holds the link to the pages--not the
actual pages--which lead to an implementation decision between erver- ide caching
versus local caching. The decision was to cache all pages on the server- ide due to the
problems with local caching such as security and capacity.
A few applications running on the web have the advantage of storing information
on users' local system using cookies. Cookies are blocks of data that are stored on a client
system--if granted permission [6,7,13,16]. However, this proces relies on the pennis ion
from the user. The user can grant foreign applications permission to store unidentified
information on their system if desired, but the fear of hackers and security breaches
causes many users to deny any application from storing information on their system.
With the design of this scheme, the caching process must happen in order to give the user
the power and flexibility to find information. The other problem is memory capacity. An
addition to the design of thi cherne is it ability to be dynamic. As stat d earli r,
different earch engines and search queries can cause the number of pages produced to
increase or decrease. Since this process is not static, the memory capacity must be able to
support the growth. If the capacity can not support the caching scheme, then the u er and
the other components in this scheme are restricted in performing other advanced ta ks.
Therefore, to avoid security and capacity issues, server-side caching proved to be the
safest.
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Search Result Found aboul114000 web p
Calegones Web Sites WabPag•• Related News Net Events
Web Page Matches (1 - 20 of about 114000)
• JayaScript Guide
read the JavaScript Guide. you must have Nelscape N9Vlgalor 2 0 or
th,s message. you need 10 enable JavaScript Choose OpnOnSINetworl<
http /lhom~ n~lscap" cumJ~nglmuzlllal3 OIhandl:>ooklj9llescnpV (More resutts from home netscape com)
• JayaScript Guide
.[Inde» JavaScripl Guide This book descnbes the core.
.Ianguage lor use WIth a browser JavaScript is Netscape's cross-platform.
ht!p.lldevelo.,er nels.;ape comldocslmanualsicommunocalor/JsgLJde41conlenls him [More results from developer nelscape com]
Figure 4.6. Data Monitoring interface with page numbers
4.3 Data Editing
In this web-based intennediary infrastructure, the data editing component i the
powerhouse of all components. It contains the neces ary schemes that determine a
relevant page based on the user's search criteria. In addition, this component handles the
filtering process, which help eliminate undesired pages.
The data editing components contain several schemes. The actual data-editing
scheme is defined below:
J\ =(S If( U) ~S. whereS cU, Uare URLsfrom( Pnlv{ Pl, ... , Pk I, P
represent pages, and k > n > 1I
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This scheme states that S is the final set of URLs produced by the data editing component
represented by f When the function f is giyen a set of URLs U gathered from a page PI!
or a set of pages, p/ ...Pk, it will produce a subset of URLs or links that match the user
search criteria.
The search criterion IS a dynamic form that takes the u ers through a series of
steps that help the user define exactly what to search for. The dynamic structure of the
search criteria is constructed using several filtering schemes. These schemes produce
intelligent responses based on the user's input and interaction with the search criteria. A
picture of the search criteria is displayed in figure 4.7.
• John LeI Learn how to reduce your search quickly and easily. This PB8e will help guide you through
Not Founc a series of question thal will narrow your search results down. Sections with red helUlin,zs






Details: Use this section to recheck your initial search query. Most search engines break
queries up into two search queries.








Figure 4.7. Search criterion
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Each section in the criteria has a short description about the functionality of ach
task, and a place for user's input. Below is a descriptive list and summary of the
functionality of the filtering schemes used in the back-end of the search form:
• Initial Query Reformulation scheme
S ---7 R(WI V { WI, ... , wk } )
R( S ) ={W 11. W is a set containing 1 word, or
2. W is a set containing n words, where n ~ 1, n i the total number of words
produced by P( S ) }
P( S), produce (x+l) words, if there exist q element in S. where q represents spaces and S
is the initial search query string, and x = number of space .
The statements above state that given the initial search query string S, there i a function
R that will produce a single word WI or a set of multiple words represented by {WI, ...
,W,j, where k > 1. This scheme is designed La reformulate the initial search query u ed
by the user. Due to the assumptions made by many search engines [15], a user can be
overwhelmed with the enormous amount of irrelevant result produced by these earch
engmes. The problem begins with the misinterpretation of the user's initial query.
According to [18], one way to get the optimal performance out of a earch ngine is to
understand the selected search engine. However, such information is preparatory and
unavailable to users. Other methods of locating information about a particular subject
lead to the help of web searching tools, which initially cause the problem. Now the
process becomes a cycle which is time consumi.ng and unfeasible. With such an
intolerant process, the development of this scheme focus on breaking that cycle and
solving the problem of trying to understand the search engine. This scheme provides the
users with information on the performance of search engines, especially about the initial




submitted by the user. This scheme also provides suggestions on reformulating the initial
query in order to extract irrelevant links. Figure 4.8 illustrates the interface for thi
scheme.
------------Details: Use tbis section to recheck your initial search query. Most search engines break
queries up into two search queries.
Ex. artificaJ intelligence, would be broken up into artifical and intelligence. So the search
would be every thing on artifical or every thing on intelligence. To avoid this situation use
this section.
Check to see if the rust search word can be redefined? Yes No
Do you wish to break javascript guide into Z separate queries? r. Yes r No
Ifyes, then each web page will be checked for: javascript, guide,
IfDO, then each web page will be checked for: javascript guide
If you choose to separatejavascript guide, Do you wish for each word to be present in
the web page searched? r. Yes iN0
Figure 4.8. The interface for the Initial Query Reformulation scheme
According to [4,6,7,13], when ubmitting a query over the web, any ear h query
that contains a space is computed into multiple queries. Figure 4.9, diagrams th
transaction to show the transformation of the query.
II d II "cassettell+llrecorderllcassette fecor er .. CGI protocol ....
II'"
Figure 4.9. Submitting queries using CGl
According to figure 4.9, when the search engine receives the user query, the query
includes a plus sign. This plus sign lets the search engine know that the search should
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include all pages related to "cassette" or "recorder". Therefore, to eliminate the
miscommunication between the user and the search engine, this scheme suggest two
possible solutions: single search query and multiple search queries. The e solution
provide a better interpretation of the initial query. The single query option let the u r
chose to keep the initial query as one search query, and the multiple search query option
allows the user to di vide the initial query into multiple search queries. In addition, this
scheme suggest to the user that if the multiple search option is chosen, then the u er can
select to have all words present or any words can be present in a searched document. The
creation of this scheme is based on users' performance and satisfaction issues mentioned
in chapter 2.
• Second Query Analyzer
The second query analyzer scheme has some of the same concept and
implementation as the previous scheme, but this one allow for a second query to b
submitted. This scheme strengthens the ability of allowing u ers to narrow th ir s arch
and eliminate irrelevant results. Figure 4.10 show how the user can interact with thi
scheme.
Details: To reduce your search more, type in another search query to be included with the first search.
Enter an another search term : I
Figure 4.10. The interface for the Second Query Analyzer
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• Block Sensitive Search
This scheme focuses on search words found in a particular location. By design,
each web page can be divided into three blocks: Title block, Meta-tag block, and the body
block. According to the assumptions and interpretation by search engine, most earch
engines search three blocks, but give preference to results that are returned with the
search word occuning only in the title, or the meta-tag, rather than in the body. In
addition, the ranking scheme ranks these results very high in the result list [19].
According to [19], a project was conducted to test the performance of different earch
engines. The test showed that many search engines assume that if a word does occur in
the title block then the whole document is related to the user's subject. However, not all
titles or meta-tag represent the document it labels, therefore, a careless assumption adds
to the number of irrelevant links. In order to avoid this assumption, this scheme gives the
user an option as to which block can be eliminated from the search. U er can chao e
either the meta-tag, or the title block, or both. The body block is not an option because all
words should be contained in the body. An advantage of thi cherne i to exclude any
links that has words occurring only in the title or meta-tag block. Figure 4.11 displays
how users can select either block for eli rnination.
Details: This section can be used to eliminate all pages tha1haveyoursearch query only in the title portion
the meta-tag part, or both loca1ions,
Ellntinate aD pages that included the search query only ill the rollowing places:
r Title r Meta-tags P'Skip this question
Figure 4.11. Selecting blocks in the scheme
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• Integrated Query Search
This scheme allows the integration between the initiaJ query and the second query
provided by the user. This scheme prompts the user to choo e either "yes" or "no" for the
integration. If yes is chosen, then the search acts as a boolean AND operation. Meaning
the user has forced both queries to be present in a document. If no is chosen then th
search acts as a boolean OR operation, and either query or both queries can be pre ent in a
document. Figure 4.12 illustrate the integrated query earch.
,
lulh!)lHr 'illt 11'" I
Details: This section gives you the ability to force all search results to have both search queries
included in web pages.
Keep all web pages that includes the first search query and the COITent search query': 0 Yes
i€No
Figure 4.12. Integrated Query option
• Related Word Composer
The implementation of this scheme is to produce more supporting s arch words
for the user to chose. This scheme interacts with three online dictionarie : computer,
medical, and Webster. With this scheme, the user can enter a word and chose an online
dictionary. If the online dictionary supports that word, then a list of supporting words are
displayed. From the list, the user can pick which supporting word to add to the search
criterion. A great advantage of this sch~me is its ability to strengthen the semantics of the
user's query. This scheme produces supporting words, and the more words the u er picks
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the better the semantics is defined. Take for instance searching for acronym words such
as ATM. Most search engines do not consider the semantic meaning behind words, and
if they do, there are many assumptions made. Since ATM can represent Automated
Teller Machine or Asynchronous Transfer Mode, the semantics can be 10 t if u ers do not
specify them. Using this scheme allows a user to strengthen the semantic of a query, and
to eliminate pages that do not match the semantics. Figure 4.13 displays the design
layout of the scheme.
-~---------Details: Use this section to find more related words using various databases. Choo e from a lisl of
words.
Select related word(s) for ua:",ascri t. ?
Snbjects : CompulerfIntemel, Medicine, General, Clear-Area
Related Word(s) Section:
Figure 4.13. Related Word section
• Persistent Word Search
This scheme keeps count of the number of occurrences of the user's initial query in a
given document. After the number is computed, it is compared to the number input by the
user. With this scheme, the user can set how many times the initial query should be
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matched in a document. If a document does not meet this condition, then it is eliminated
from the list of results. Figure 4.14 shows the layout of this scheme.
.........-- - -~ .
OcC'un'tl1rr Ht,' I'J:
Details : Set the nwnber of times a word should be displayed in a web page.
Include all pages whose word COWlt is greater than : r
Figure 4.14. Persistent Word Search option
• Boolean Interpreter
This concept is used m many of the advanced search engme scheme. This
scheme adds to the clarification of two search queries. The boolean operators u ed in thi
scheme are AND and OR. The AND operator forces both search queries to be contained
in each document searched. The OR operator shows flexibility. It allow either query or
both queries to be present in a document. Figure 4.15 illustrates the interpreter.
Details: Use the boolean operators to reduce your search.





Figure 4.15. Boolean section
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• Pattern Sensitive Search
This scheme deals with the ordering of multiple words. The user's initial query
and second query are used to fonn a list of multiple words. After the words have b en
generated, the user can select the ordering of the words. The ordering is a permutation
ordering. The scheme will generate N words, and the user can order the li t N! way [9]
to capture the semantics of the query. The figure below shows how the u er can set the
ordering using pulldown menus.
Details: Use this section to set the order which your query words should follow.
Select word ordering: Yes No
Ordering Section :
[l]..lliIva~criptB.. [2] ..1guide 8 ..[3]. .1 books Ofl.
~----------------
Figure 4.16. Example of the ordering diagram
• Status Page Recognizer
This scheme determines a page ranking, sometimes refen'ed to as relevant score.
The ranking is divided into three status values: high, medium, and low. If a page receive
a high ranking, then it meets or exceeds the optimal criteria deduced from the users
search criterion. A medium ranking ranges from half of the optimal high score to the
high score. A low ranking is any score below the minimum medium range. If not the
same criterion, each criterion can produce a different optima) score. Figure 4.17 shows
the equation for the optimal score.
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Optimal score =(section points) + (# ofsingle or multiple words producedfrom the user's initial
and second query)
Figure 4.17. The optimal score equation
From a given criterion, the computation of the optimal score can be ba ed on the
following:
• a user chooses to order the words
• a user chooses to use the boolean section
• a user chooses to use related words
• a search word is found in the title, meta-tag, or body
• the total occurrence count for each word the user chose to be present in a
document
Then from the above criteria, each section is given a set amount of points. For instance,
using the boolean section is 40 points. The related word section is 50 points, which will










After the section points are calculated, the number of single and multiple words must be
computed. However, computing the initial search query and the second search query
score requires additional strategies. Depending on the user choice on selection single
queries or multiple queries, each word receives a score of one point. Meaning, each word
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must be present in a document at least once. Therefore the total number of single and
multiple words are added to the section points to make up the optimal score. However,
each document that is searched is given an actual score.
Actual score = (section points) + (# ofoccurrences for single and multiple words found)
Figure 4.18. Actual score equation
The actual score is calculated in the same fonn as the optimal score, but focuses on words
found in the document. The section points are scored if any of the words specified by the
user is found in that section. For instance the title section, the title section points are not
added to the actual score until there is a word OCCUlTence in the title section. If a word
does occur in the title section, then the actual scores adds the title section points to the
number of times that word actually occurred in the title section. After the actual score is
computed, the page is given a rank of high, medium, or low. An advantage of thi
scheme is its ability to aJlow the user to choose which ranked pages to eliminate from the
result list. Users can chose to eliminate all pages that rank low, medium, or eliminate
both low and medium pages leaving all pages that are related to the user's subject. Figure
4.19 illustrates this ability.
ries word should follow.
Include all ranks
Figure 4.19. Setting page ranking
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After applying the search criteria to the set of URLs from a set of pages, the data-
editing scheme caches all the URLs that match the user's criterion. The URLs ar
displayed to the user using Dynamic HTML and JavaScript. This final page show th
user how each section in the search criterion performed its task and additional
information about the page description and ranking. Figure 4.20 shows a snapshot of a
final list.
Page: 2 Final Results
=~~='I #ofhnksfound: 15
r---::-:--I Search Word: jll\'lIscript guidr
Cdlegol Filtering through pages using tlle foUowing: javQScn'pt,gulde,books,lllllgullge,World Wide
, Web..JlIvlI,hrowsl'rs,JlIvaSrript
Web Page ~
[II Link Name: Server·Side JavaScript Guide
eLails:
Description: Designing wilh JavaScript • Guide Lo the CD ... Guide Lo the CD Acadia [nfilse Trial
To install the trial version of.. ... 10 12-15) Answer 11le Quiz The Tour Guide (launcher) (Figs,
12·1610... hltp:/Itecfa.wlige.ch/guides/js/javBScripl-tutorialJdesigningl (More results from
lecraunige. chI
Search wotdfolUld in: Title. Body
# ofOcCIl"encefor: javascrtpt(30), gulde(3), books(O), IlUlgullge(2), World-Wide Web(O),
JllVa(32), browsers(O), JavaScript(30),
Page RJmking and Scoring: Wgh -- 327
Figure 4.20, Final list snapshot






The performance is based on a few specifications such as browsers' capabi lities and
modem design. In order to meet optimal performance an Internet 5.5 browser is required,
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a 56Kbps modem or higher is required, and the JavaScript enable option mu t be et as a
browser option. The interior structuring of the scheme execution help to increa e
perfonnance. Local caching would increase the performance; however, ecurity issues
made it difficult to consider. The ordering of the filtering scheme help improve the
search time. Based on the user search criteria, performing a certain scheme first can
dictate whether another scheme should execute. For in tance, the persistent search
scheme starts the filtering process. If a page fails to comply with this scheme, then the
other schemes are not executed, and the data-editing scheme loads another page. A chart





2 Pattern Sensitive search
3 Initial Query reformulation
4 Second Query Analyzer
5 Boolean Anal yzer
6 Related Word Composer
7 Block Sensitive search
8 Status Page Recognizer
Another security issue that effects the performance is the forbidden ability to
manipulate web document across server domains. The Enhanced Search Scheme
interacts with different search engines to gather links from their re ult pages. The ability
to use those links across different server domains directly is a security problem.
According to web standards, only users on the same domain can manipulate their web
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documents. In order to manipulate a search engine's page thi cherne had to regenerate
the page on its host machine. After regenerating the page, the page was accessible for the





In this thesis, the design and implementation of an enhanced web earch cherne is
presented. This scheme provides time-saving techniques using a web-base intermediary
that help clarify users' search queries and extract relevant links from ordinary eaTch
engines results. This scheme also provides a user-friendly interface that is implemented
on top of search engines. In test cases, this scheme has shown reduction in unrelated
links, and thus, increase users' search performance on the web.
5.2 Future Work
In this thesis, the Enhanced Search Scheme focuses on time and u ability. Future
work In increasing time performance could be in u ing Java S rvlets instead of GI
scripts. Java Servlets connect to the server initially which allow for communication
between the web page and the server to remain open until the page terminated. However
with CGI scripts, there connection is short term. Meaning, for every transaction between
the wep page and the server, a new process will have to start and stop which increa es
connection time and slows execution performance. Other future work could be increasing
usability by adding more search engines to the scheme. This scheme uses three, but
adding more would give the user a variety of search engines to poll. Also, adding more
filtering options would increase usability. Filtering options can focus on the state of a
page. State being the status of a page such as new or old. Such filtering options could be
40
capturing the time of a page (how long it's been on the web), number of hit for a page, or
the last time a page was referenced.
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CGI - Acronym for Common Gateway Interrace.
communications between information servers and
computer, such as databases and other programs.
The specification that defines
re ources on the erver' ho t
Cookie - a block of data that a web server stores on a client sy tern.
FTP - Acronym for File Transfer Protocol. The protocol llsed for copying files to and
from remote computer systems on a network llsing TCP/IP, such as the Internet.
Gopher - an Internet utility for finding textual information and presenting it to the user in
the fonn of hiearchial menus, from which the user select submenus, files, or document
that can be downloaded and displayed.
HTML - Acronym for Hypertext Markup Language. A tool used to create web
documents for the World Wide Web.
HTTP - Acronym for Hypertext Transfer Protocol. It is the client/server protocol u ed to
access information on the web.
Human Intermediaries - human beings providing the necessary communications
between two or more parties.
HYTELNET - a menu-driven index of Internet resources that are aece sible via telnet,
including library catalog, databases, bulletin boards, and network information servers.
Interoperability - referring to components of computer sy terns that are able to function
in different environments. With software, interoperability occur when program are able
to share data and resources.
Newsgroup - a forum on the Internet for threaded discussions on a specified range of
subjects. A newsgroup consists of articles and follow-up posts.
Search Engine - a program that searches for keywords in a document or a database. On
the Internet, it is a program that searches for keywords in files and documents found on
the web, in newsgroup, gophers, and in FrP archives.
Search Query - a term or condition that search engines use to find information.
Search Results - a set of pages containing a set of URLs to web sites that match a user's
topic.
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Stream - to transfer data continuou ly--beginning to end--in a steady flow.
Telnet - a protocol that enables an Internet u er to log on to and nter command on a
remote computer linked to the Internet.
URL - Acronym for Unifonn Resource Locator. An addre s for a re ouree on the
Internet. URL are used by Web browsers to locate Internet resources.
WAIS - Acronym for Wide Area Information Server. A UNIX-ba ed document earch
and retrieval system on the Internet that can be used to search over 400 WAIS libraries
for indexed files that match a series of keywords. Users need a WAIS client to use a
WAIS server.
WWW - Acronym for World Wide Web. The total set of interlinked hypertext
documents residing on HTIP servers all around the world. Document on th World
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